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ABSTRACT
VA RNA1 is a non-coding adenoviral transcript that counteracts the host cell anti-viral defenses such as immune responses mediated via PKR. We investigated potential alternate secondary structure conformations within the PKR-binding domain of VA RNA1 using site-directed mutagenesis, RNA UV-melting analysis and enzymatic RNA secondary structure probing. The latter data clearly indicated that the wild-type VA RNA1 apical stem can adopt two different conformations and that it exists as a mixed population of these two structures. In contrast, in two sequence variants we designed to eliminate one of the possible structures, while leaving the other intact, each formed a unique secondary structure. This clarification of the apical stem pairing also suggests a small alteration to the apical stem–loop secondary structure. The relative ability of the two apical stem conformations to bind PKR and inhibit kinase activity was measured by isothermal titration calorimetry and PKR autophosphorylation inhibition assay. We found that the two sequence variants displayed markedly different activities, with one being a significantly poorer binder and inhibitor of PKR. Whether the presence of the VA RNA1 conformation with reduced PKR inhibitory activity is directly beneficial to the virus in the cell for some other function requires further investigation.

INTRODUCTION
VA RNA1 is a non-coding adenoviral RNA transcript that inhibits the anti-viral double-stranded RNA (dsRNA)-activated protein kinase (PKR). As a first line of defense against viral infection and under other conditions of cell stress (1,2), PKR exerts its negative regulatory effect on protein translation through phosphorylation of the eukaryotic translation initiation factor 2 (eIF2). This modification at serine 51 of the eIF2 α-subunit dramatically increases its affinity for the guanine nucleotide exchange factor (eIF2B) such that it is sequestered and the GTP-bound form of eIF2 sufficiently depleted to halt expression of most mRNAs (3–5). Inhibition of PKR by VA RNA1 relieves this block and thus allows continued production of viral proteins on the host cell’s translational machinery (6–8).

All adenoviruses produce VA RNA1 but there is significant variation in sequence and length (149–174 nucleotides) between different viruses (9). However, all VA RNA1 molecules are highly structured with three major domains for which specific functions have been determined: the terminal stem, central domain and apical stem. The largely double-stranded apical stem comprises the functional binding site for PKR (10–13), while the adjacent central domain contains the structural determinant(s) that make VA RNA1 an inhibitor rather than activator of PKR (11,14–18). This latter domain is proposed to have a complex tertiary structure that is critical for inhibition (19) but so far few specific details are known about the mechanism of inhibition. Finally, the terminal stem contains essential transcription signals but is entirely dispensable for the PKR kinase inhibition activity of VA RNA1. Interestingly, however, deletion of the complete terminal stem produces a shortened VA RNA1 molecule (termed TSΔ21 RNA) that is fully active in in vitro assays of PKR inhibition (20) and the same deletion is made in vivo by the RNase Dicer (21). Terminal stem fragments generated by Dicer are incorporated into RISC complexes (21), suggesting that each VA RNA1 transcript may be able to
block both innate immune response via PKR and saturate RNAi.

As the primary binding site for the two dsRNA-binding motifs that comprise the N-terminal domain of PKR, the structural requirements for a functional VA RNAi apical stem have been investigated in some detail (10–13). From these studies it can be broadly concluded that sequence is unimportant but a largely uninterrupted A-form helix of around eight base pairs or more is required for full activity. A secondary structure model for VA RNAi was proposed (14,15) and refined on the basis of comparative sequence analysis and further RNA structure probing (9,17,19,22). However, a potential mixture of two alternative structures was suggested (Figure 1) where both conformations are largely but not entirely consistent with the available structure probing data (19). Here we describe apical stem sequence variants that were designed to promote formation of one or the other of these two possible conformations to investigate this potential structural heterogeneity and its implications for VA RNAi action against PKR.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

RNA in vitro transcription

Mutations 67–70U and 75,76G (Figure 1) in the VA RNAi apical stem were generated by QuikChange site-directed mutagenesis (Stratagene) in plasmids encoding either full-length wild-type VA RNAi (23,24) or TSΔ21 RNA (20). Plasmids encoding wild-type and mutant apical stem hairpin RNAs were created by direct ligation of RNA (20). Plasmids encoding wild-type and mutant apical motifs that comprise the N-terminal domain of PKR, the phosphatase and 5′-end labeled by treatment with calf intestinal alkaline phosphatase and γ-32P-ATP (MP Biomedicals). Excess γ-32P-ATP was removed using G-25 microspin columns (GE Healthcare) and the labeled RNAs gel purified, recovered by crush and soak of excised gel slices and quantitated by liquid scintillation counting.

Each 32P-labeled RNA was partially digested using RNases T1, V1 and A. The enzymes were purchased as components of structure probing kits (Ambion) and all reactions were performed according to the manufacturer’s protocols. A single reaction mixture containing 100 000 cpm-labeled RNA was aliquoted and used to generate a serial dilution of each RNase to determine the optimal concentration for each enzyme. Experiments investigating the effect of PKR binding on apical stem structure were performed using methods adapted from a study of protein-induced RNA conformational switching (26). Three equal aliquots of 32P-labeled TSΔ21 RNA were incubated for 30 min in the presence of PKR (at 1:1 or 5:1 excess protein) or an equal volume of buffer as control. TSΔ21 RNA samples were recovered by phenol-chloroform extraction and ethanol precipitation and then probed with RNase A as before. To allow reading of the RNA sequences, alkaline hydrolysis (AH) and RNase T1 reactions in denaturing buffer were also performed. Three microliters of each reaction corresponding to ~40 000 cpm was loaded per lane on a denaturing 10% polyacrylamide sequencing gel. The fixed and dried gel was imaged using both photographic film and a Typhoon 8600 phosphorimager.

PKR autophosphorylation inhibition assays

PKR was expressed from plasmid pET–PKR/PPhase in E. coli Rosetta BL21(DE3) as described previously (20). Purified protein was dialyzed into 2× reaction buffer (100 mM Tris pH 7.8, 100 mM KCl, 10% glycerol, 5 mM dithiothreitol). RNA samples were exchanged into the same buffer at 5× stock concentrations. PKR (2 μl, ~0.1 μg) was pre-incubated with VA RNAs (3 μl) at room temperature for 5 min. An equal volume of activating RNA solution (0.6 μg/ml poly(I)•poly(C), 40 μM ATP, 4 μM MgCl2 and 0.2 mM/Ci/ml 32P ATP (6000 Ci/mmol; 10 μCi/ml in buffered solution; MP Biomedicals) was next added and the reaction incubated at room temperature for 10 min. The reaction was stopped by addition of 0.5 volumes of 3× SDS loading dye and heating at 90°C for 5 min. Control reactions were performed without poly(I)•poly(C) RNA to confirm the absence of any copurifying activating RNAs in the VA RNAi preparations. Band intensities were quantitated using a Typhoon 8600 phosphorimager and Image J software following fractionation on 10% acrylamide SDS–PAGE gels.

Isothermal titration calorimetry

The thermodynamics of mutant VA RNAi–PKR interaction were measured using a VP-ITC microcalorimeter using procedures previously described for TSΔ21 RNA (20). RNA and protein samples were 3 μM (sample cell) and 30 or 60 μM (syringe), respectively in 10 or 50 mM Na2HPO4/NaH2PO4 pH 6.5, 100 mM NaCl and 5 mM β-mercaptoethanol. Titration curves were fit by a nonlinear least-squares method in Microcal Origin software using a model for one or two binding sites. A model with one binding site was found to give the optimal fit in each case and was used to extract thermodynamic parameters Kd (binding constant), ΔH (enthalpy of binding)
and N (stoichiometry). Similar fits were obtained from titration data sets at both PKR concentrations and the average value of each parameter is shown in Table 1.

RESULTS

Design of apical stem sequence variants

The potential for alternate structures in the adenovirus VA RNA I apical stem arises because the tetranucleotide sequence 5'GGGG30 can pair with two different 3' sequences: 67CCCC70 or 73AUCC76 (Figure 1). Although pairing with the latter sequence might appear less optimal, the fully extended apical stem structure it creates is almost invariably used when drawing the VA RNA I secondary structure and is the closest to the lowest free energy structure predicted by M-fold (see the ‘Discussion’ section). We designed mutations at each 3'-tetranucleotide sequence to destabilize its base pairing with the 5'GGGG30 sequence and thus promote formation of a unique conformation involving the other pairing. The mutation '67–70U' replaces the four loop cytidines with uridine (Figure 1), removing the potential for them to Watson–Crick G-C base pair with 5'GGGG30 and thereby promoting the extended apical stem conformation with 67UUUU70 in the loop (Figure 1). Similarly, the mutation '75,76G' was designed to disrupt the two G–C base pairs formed by 73AUCC76 promoting the formation of an asymmetric internal loop containing these nucleotides and thus the shortened apical stem conformation (Figure 1, inset).

The 67–70U and 75,76G mutations were made in the context of full-length VA RNA I, the fully active terminal stem deleted variant TSΔ21 (20), and a 78 nt hairpin RNA corresponding to the isolated apical stem domain. We first used UV-melting analysis to assess the effect of these mutations on the secondary structure (folding and stability) of the VA RNA I apical stem mutants in each context (Figure 2). Each mutation alters the melting profile in only the apparent transition corresponding to apical stem unfolding (23), with little effect on the other region(s) of the profile. The 67–70U mutation does not significantly alter the apparent Tm for the apical stem unfolding (increased ~1°C) but the transition is sharper suggesting a more cooperative unfolding event. In contrast, the 75,76G mutation decreased the apparent Tm by 2–5°C compared to the wild-type sequence for each RNA context. Strikingly, the effect of the 67–70U and 75,76G mutations is identical regardless of the RNA context in which it is made. Although the absolute values of hypochromicity for apical stem unfolding vary between RNA contexts, the relative differences between wild-type and mutant sequences and the changes in unfolding apparent Tm are entirely consistent. This result correlates well with our previous observation that the apical stem is an independent domain within the global structure of the RNA (23). The melting profiles of Figure 2C demonstrate that the apical stem adopts essentially the same structure in the full-length or truncated TSΔ21 RNA as it does in isolation. To further investigate the potential structural heterogeneity in this domain, we chose to use primarily the Tm of unpaired G nucleotides, 3' of unpaired C or U nucleotides and in regions base paired or stacked nucleotides, respectively. An identical pattern of nuclease sensitivity was observed for the central domain of each RNA (Figure 3A). In contrast, several significant differences were observed in the region corresponding to the top of the apical stem that indicate each RNA contains distinct secondary structural features.

Most strikingly, for TSΔ21 clear regions of apparent overlapping sensitivity to both single (ss) and double strand (ds)-specific nucleases are observed. RNase T1 produces weak cuts at G59/G60 and a very strong cut after G64 (Figure 3). These sensitivities correspond well to the

Figure 1. Secondary structure and mutagenesis of VA RNA I. Sequence and secondary structure of the TSΔ21 variant of VA RNA I (20), shown in the extended conformation with the alternate asymmetric internal loop structure as boxed inset. The VA RNA I terminal stem is omitted but the nucleotide numbering shown corresponds to the full-length RNA (nts 1–155). Three tetranucleotide sequences involved in key base-pairing interactions for these alternate structures are highlighted along with mutations made to generate the 67–70U (outline font) and 75,76G RNAs (dashed line box).
locations of these guanines in the proposed secondary structure. However, two weak cleavages at G77/G78 correspond to a region that is predicted to be base paired. With RNase A, ss-specific cleavages are observed at U62/C63 (weak) and C67/C68 (strong). These observations are again reasonable, since these nucleotides are adjacent to or within the loop. However, both regions are also sensitive to the ds-specific RNase V1. Such mixed sensitivity might arise from unusual non-Watson-Crick base-paired structure or, alternatively, could indicate as proposed (19) that the wild-type apical stem exists as a mixed population of two conformations. The probing data for the two mutant RNA sequences provide clear demonstration of the latter.

For both mutant RNAs the RNase T1 cleavage at G64 is retained correlating with its position in the loop in both structures. The 67–70U RNA also retains sensitivity to RNase T1 at G60 but is no longer cut at G77/G78. For 75,76G RNA the reverse is observed: the G60 cleavage is completely absent, while those at G77/G78 are present and are stronger. Two additional strong cleavages are observed that correspond to the two residues altered from C to G (G75/G76). The G75–G78 cleavages clearly indicate the presence of the asymmetric loop containing these four nucleotides (Figure 3). A similar set of observations is made when comparing the RNase A ss-specific cleavage patterns at U62/C63 and C67/C68. Again, 67–70U RNA is cleaved at only C67/C68, while the bands corresponding to U62/C63 are absent. For 75,76G RNA the reverse is true with U62/C63 present and C67/C68 absent. Similarly, for the ds-specific RNase V1, only one set of cleavages is observed for each mutant where both were observed in TSΔ21. In 75,76G RNA the ds-cleavages overlapping with RNase A cleavage sites at C61–G63 are absent, correlating with the increase in intensity of the ss-specific bands, while the ds-specific cleavages at C67–G71 are retained. In contrast, as observed with both RNases A and T1, the opposite pattern of sensitivity changes is observed for 67–70U RNA: those at C67–G71 are now absent, while those at C61–G63 are retained. In fact, the ds-specific cleavage sites appear to extend further, with some sensitivity to RNase V1 observed further into the loop region. This indicates that base pairing may be more extensive than shown in the proposed secondary structure (Figure 3B,C). Collectively, the enzymatic probing data demonstrate that the wild-type apical stem does exist as a mixture of two distinct structural conformations. Furthermore, our designed sequence alterations have successfully altered their relative stabilities such that each mutant RNA adopts only one of these possible structures as a unique conformation.

**PKR binding and inhibition properties of 67–70U and 75,76G RNAs**

The ability of each mutant RNA to bind PKR was assessed using isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC). In contrast to wild-type VA RNA I (27) and TSΔ21 RNA (20), titration data for both mutant RNAs were best fit using a single binding site model to extract the thermodynamic parameters of binding (Table 1 and Supplementary Figure S1). The 67–70U RNA, with its extended apical stem structure, binds with moderately higher affinity, while 75,76G RNA binds more poorly compared to the wild-type apical stem structure in TSΔ21 RNA. The increase in $K_d$ for 67–70U RNA is almost identical in magnitude to the decrease observed for 75,76G RNA resulting in an average value for the two RNAs comparable to the experimentally measured $K_d$ for the full-length and TSΔ21 wild-type RNA sequences (Table 1). Similarly, despite significant variation in the values of $ΔH$ and $ΔS$ obtained from the fits, the average free energy change

---

![Figure 2: RNA UV-melting analysis of VA RNAI mutants. Melting profiles collected at 280 nm for (A) full-length VA RNAIs, (B) TSΔ21 VA RNAIs and (C) apical stem fragment RNAs, with wild-type (solid black line), 67–70U (dashed black line) and 75,76G (dashed gray line) sequences.](image-url)
The level of PKR autophosphorylation correlates well with PKR activity against its primary cellular target eIF2 initiation factor (29) and can therefore be used as a simple assay of inhibitor RNA function. The ability of each mutant RNA to inhibit PKR autophosphorylation on addition of poly(I).poly(C) activator RNA was thus determined and compared to wild-type TS/C121 RNA (Figure 4). The 67–70U RNA displayed activity comparable to that observed for wild-type TS/C121 RNA (Figure 4) and full-length wild-type VA RNA1 (20) with complete inhibition above 0.04 μM inhibitor RNA. In contrast, 75,76G RNA is significantly less active requiring >0.1 μM for complete inhibition. An identical result was also obtained when comparing the ability of full-length wild-type VA RNA1 and the two mutants made in the context of this larger RNA (data not shown). Thus the apical stem structures and PKR binding affinity of the mutant RNAs correlates with their activity against PKR.

Finally, we asked whether the binding of PKR could influence the structure of the wild-type apical stem sequence, e.g. to increase the proportion of the extended conformation. Samples of RNA incubated without and with one and five molar ratios of PKR were probed with RNase A following extraction of the protein (Figure 5). No changes in the relative intensities of the characteristic ss nuclease sensitive sites at nucleotides 62/63 or 67/68 were observed. Promotion of the extended form of the apical stem by PKR would have been expected to increase the intensity of cleavage at 67/68 and decrease that at 62/63 to produce a pattern more similar to the 67–70U variant (Figure 3).

Table 1. ITC analysis of wild-type and mutant VA RNA1 interaction with PKR

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RNA</th>
<th>Kd (nM)</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>ΔH (kcal/mol)</th>
<th>ΔS (cal/mol K)</th>
<th>ΔG (kcal/mol)</th>
<th>Ref.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wild-type full-length VA RNA1</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TS/C121 67–70U</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>1.16</td>
<td>−11.3</td>
<td>−4.8</td>
<td>−9.8</td>
<td>(28)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75,76G</td>
<td>47 ± 3.6</td>
<td>1.32 ± 0.08</td>
<td>−23.4 ± 2.7</td>
<td>−41.3 ± 10.7</td>
<td>−10.9 ± 0.05</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Averagea</td>
<td>126 ± 1.5</td>
<td>1.45 ± 0.23</td>
<td>−16.6 ± 2.8</td>
<td>−25.2 ± 10.8</td>
<td>−9.0 ± 0.06</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

aAverage of values for 67–70U and 75,76G RNAs.
DISCUSSION

The propensity for RNA molecules to misfold into non-native structures of similar stability to the correct native fold is widely appreciated (30). This presumably arises through the relative lack of variation in the basic RNA nucleotide building blocks and the major energetic driving forces provided by base stacking and backbone phosphate group–ion interactions that are largely independent of sequence. Identifying conditions for obtaining correctly folded molecules can pose a significant hurdle for researchers interested in the unique secondary and tertiary structures of RNAs that may be required for their biological functions in vivo (30,31). However, there is also an increasing appreciation that RNA structural rearrangements may be exploited by nature, for example, regulate protein expression in organisms from bacteria to humans (26,32), act as switches in viral life cycles (33,34) and influence the initial steps of splicing (35,36).

We have recently investigated the domain structure and stability of the adenoviral non-coding RNA transcript VA RNA, and identified a minimal functional molecule lacking the entire terminal stem (20,23). These studies also indicated that the PKR-binding domain of VA RNA (the apical stem-loop) exists as an essentially independent domain within the RNA structure, a finding confirmed by our current UV-melting analyses. Our nuclease sensitivity data with VA RNA apical stem sequence variants have now experimentally demonstrated the presence of alternate conformations in the wild-type apical stem sequence. The pattern of RNase susceptibility for 67–70U RNA was in good agreement with the current secondary structure (Figure 1) though an extended sensitivity to ds-specific nuclease suggests that base pairing may be more extensive at the top of the apical stem (Figure 3C). For 75,76G RNA, the nuclease sensitivity pattern correlated precisely with the secondary structure model for the alternate apical stem conformation (Figure 3B). The structures predicted by M-fold (37) for nts 50–83 with wild-type and each mutant sequence also matched those we deduced from our nuclease sensitivity data and we therefore suggest a modification to the pairing of the apical stem loop as shown in Figure 3C.

VA RNA mutants with the alternate apical stem structures displayed different activities in assays of PKR inhibition: 67–70U RNA exhibited wild-type inhibitory activity, whereas the 75,76G RNA, with a shorter helix interrupted by the internal loop, was significantly poorer. This decrease in activity correlated well with a decrease in PKR binding affinity measured by ITC. Thus the mixture of alternate conformations in the wild-type creates two functionally distinct populations of VA RNA. Our ITC titration data for both mutant RNAs were optimally fit using a model for a single binding site (Table 1 and Supplementary Figure S1), in contrast to the wild-type sequence in both the full-length and TS/C121 VA RNAs, where the data are best fit using a two-site model, and the additional “low affinity” site attributed to non-specific binding (27). In our previous analysis of PKR–TS/C121 interaction using ITC, we also observed two binding events and suggested these might have arisen through difficulty in analyzing data from RNA samples with a mixture of conformations. However, while the parameters corresponding to the functional interaction of RNA and protein were correctly reported (reproduced here in Table 1), they in fact clearly corresponded to the second observed binding event in the titration. The origin and significance of the “high affinity site” (Kd 0.5 nM) in the TS/C121–PKR titration is currently not clear. Such issues were not observed in any of the replicate titrations for either variant RNA examined here. Therefore, while...
not entirely excluding the possibility that the mixture of structures in the wild-type apical stem might contribute to difficulty in the analysis of PKR–VA RNAI binding as we suggested previously, the present data suggest more obviously that these shortened VA RNAI molecules (i.e. in the T3A21 context) are bound by a single PKR molecule and lack significant secondary or non-specific binding site(s) which must presumably be present in the deleted terminal stem.

RNA molecules produced by in vitro transcription are often purified under denaturing conditions and the refolding process can produce samples with a mixture of conformations including misfolded structures. Where functional assays are possible such as aminoacylation of tRNA or ribozyme activity, such issues can be readily identified if not fully or easily resolved. Our data show conclusively that the apical stem of purified VA RNAI in vitro transcripts exists in two alternative conformations. While this might arise as a consequence of the denaturing purification procedure, several observations argue against this. VA RNAI is a remarkably stable molecule, particularly within the apical stem which has an apparent unfolding T_m of ~85°C and does not unfold in denaturing gels (11,23). In agreement with these findings, M-fold analysis of the apical stem sequence predicted large folding free energies for both the extended (ΔG at 37°C, ~28.0 kCal/mol) and shortened/bulge loop forms (ΔG ~26.6 kCal/mol). The predicted free energies for the top of the apical stem containing the alternate structures (nts 50-83, see Figure 1A inset) are smaller, at ~15.80 and ~14.20 kCal/mol but still significant. Although there is only a relatively small difference in predicted folding free energy (ΔΔG 1.6 kCal/mol) between the alternate structures, these values indicate that interconversion between them, through unfolding of the apical stem, is unlikely. A common approach to resolving issues of RNA misfolding is to empirically identify an annealing regime that typically involve thermal unfolding and refolding, usually in the presence of Mg^{2+}. VA RNAI, however, appears uncharacteristically ambivalent toward such procedures with no effect observed on UV-melting profiles or kinase inhibition assays performed without annealing or prior addition of Mg^{2+} (data not shown). Finally, co-transcriptional folding of VA RNAI in the cell would be expected to favor the less-active conformer with its shortened helix containing 3′AUCC76 in the asymmetric internal loop. Thus it is likely that the competing effects of the kinetically favored shortened helix with bulge loop and thermodynamically favored extended conformation would result in the mixture of structures we observe both in vitro and in vivo.

If cellular VA RNAI also exists in both conformations, what might be the implications for the virus? Our data clearly show that the shortened apical stem conformation is impaired in PKR-inhibitory function. Ultimately, at late stages of infection, where there are ~10^8 copies of VA RNAI per cell, the pool of poorer inhibitors is unlikely to be detrimental. However, at earlier times when PKR is first activated in response to viral dsRNA and VA RNAI levels are considerably lower, this difference might be significant. It is possible that the propensity to form two conformations has arisen by chance and insufficient selective pressure exists to drive mutations that would direct the RNA toward a single high-activity conformation for PKR inhibition. More intriguing, however, is the possibility that the lower activity conformation of VA RNAI is directly beneficial to the virus for some other as yet undetermined function. For example, one potential benefit of sequence and structural plasticity in the apical stem might be to help maintain activity against a rapidly changing target molecule (39). Analysis of VA RNAs from other adenoviral serotypes by M-Fold (data not shown) and the gene structure of VA RNAII (38) suggest the potential for forming alternate conformations in this critical functional domain may be a common feature of VA RNAs. Just as recent data have uncovered a second function for VA RNAI in addition to PKR inhibition, where the terminal stem sequences contribute to viral suppression of cellular RNAi following cleavage by Dicer (20,21), it is thus conceivable that there exist further, as yet undiscovered, functions for VA RNAI for which the alternative structure is preferential and perhaps even promoted by interaction host cell or adenoviral proteins.
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